Many decisions in healthcare, business, and other policy domains are made without the support of rigorous evidence due to the cost and complexity of performing randomized experiments. Using observational data to answer causal questions is risky: subjects who receive different treatments also differ in other ways that affect outcomes. Many causal inference methods have been developed to mitigate these biases. However, there is no way to know which method might produce the best estimate of a treatment effect in a given study. In analogy to cross-validation, which estimates the prediction error of predictive models applied to a given dataset, we propose synth-validation, a procedure that estimates the estimation error of causal inference methods applied to a given dataset. In synth-validation, we use the observed data to estimate generative distributions with known treatment effects. We apply each causal inference method to datasets sampled from these distributions and compare the effect estimates with the known effects to estimate error. Using simulations, we show that using synth-validation to select a causal inference method 1 arXiv:1711.00083v1 [stat.ML] 31 Oct 2017 for each study lowers the expected estimation error relative to consistently using any single method.
Introduction

Background
The fundamental problem of causal inference is that after a subject receives a treatment and experiences an outcome it is impossible to know what the outcome would have been had the subject received a different treatment (the counterfactual outcome) [26] . The difference in outcome between those two treatments is the true causal effect of the treatment on that subject. It is possible to avoid this problem by randomizing which subjects receive the treatment. Randomization ensures that the populations receiving the different treatments are statistically identical and that the difference in average outcomes between the two populations approaches the true average causal effect in expectation [20] .
Subjects in an observational study are not randomized to their treatments, which creates confounding: the resulting treatment populations are different at baseline in ways that affect their corresponding outcomes [12] . Consequently, differences in outcomes cannot be solely attributed to differences in treatment. It is well known that observational data analysis is a risky business [19, 8] .
Causal inference methods exist to alleviate the problems with observational data analysis [26] . Many of these methods work by matching together subjects similar at baseline from each treatment population and using only the matched subsample for further analysis. Popular causal inference methods include covariate matching [11] , propensity score matching [20] , and inverse probability weighting [17] , while less widely-used methods include doubly robust estimators [17] , prognostic score matching [13] , and targeted maximum likelihood estimation [21] . Each method has a number of variations and many methods can be combined and used in tandem with other methods [4] .
Existing comparative evaluations of causal inference methods rely on handcrafted data-generating distributions that encode specified treatment effects [22, 4, 24, 1, 14, 10] . Causal inference methods are applied to datasets sampled from these distributions and the results are compared with the known effects to see how close each method gets on average (figure 1). However, dissimilarities between these handcrafted benchmarks and real-world data-generating processes mean that it is difficult to know what methods actually work best with real data in general or in the context of a specific study. Because different causal inference methods rely on assumptions that hold in different cases, is likely that different methods are better suited for different studies. There is little consensus among evaluations that use different handcrafted benchmarks, which suggests that there is no one-size-fits-all best method [22, 4, 24, 1, 14, 10] . Deep domain and statistical expertise is necessary to pick an appropriate method, which means that many researchers default to what they learned in their first course in statistics (i.e. linear regression) [25] . A data-driven approach could augment expertise and safeguard against naïveté. Figure 1 : A standard evaluation of some causal inference methods t A , t B , t C using handcrafted generative distributions. The experimenter comes up with several data-generating distributions from which several datasets are sampled. All datasets are fed through each causal inference method, producing treatment effect estimates. Estimates are compared to the corresponding true effects and the errors are averaged over all samples and data-generating distributions. The causal inference method with lowest average error is deemed best.
This problem does not exist in a predictive modeling setting, where the goal is to estimate the outcomes for previously-unseen subjects. Predictive modelers can easily "synthesize" unseen subjects by hiding a set of subjects (the test set) from their models during fitting. Models are benchmarked by comparing predictions with the previously hidden ground-truth outcomes in the test set to compute a test error. This is most often done in a round-robin fashion (cross-validation). The cross-validation error is an estimate of how well the model predicts outcomes generated by the unknown distribution that the training data is sampled from [9] . Depending on the underlying distribution, different models work better, which is reflected in their relative cross-validation errors. The end result is that, given a dataset, predictive modelers are able to determine which model is likely to produce the most accurate prediction of future outcomes.
The same cannot be done for causal inference methods because the estimand (the treatment effect) is a parameter of the entire data-generating distribution, not a variable that can be directly measured [23] . For that reason, it does not suffice to hide a portion of the dataset. Estimating error requires us to know the true treatment effect a-priori which is a catch-22 since the treatment effect is what we would like to estimate in the first place. Because of this, there is no way to get around simulating data from known distributions with known effects. However, we show how the observed data can inform the creation of these distributions to produce study-specific benchmarks. The end result is that, given a dataset, we are able to determine which causal inference method is likely to produce the most accurate estimate of the treatment effect. We call our procedure synth-validation.
The difference between synth-validation and the handcrafted benchmarking process we describe above (figure 1) is that the generative distributions we use in synth-validation are derived from the observed data. Our hypothesis, which we confirm experimentally, is that letting the study data shape the generative distributions improves our ability to find the right causal inference method for that study.
Cross-validation and synth-validation are related only insofar as they allow users to compare models or estimators in the context of their own data. Unlike cross-validation, synth-validation is not entirely "model free": the process involves modeling generative distributions. The modeling choices we make could bias the procedure towards favoring certain causal inference methods, but we find that these biases are empirically negligible when we use flexible models.
Synth-validation is inspired by and generalizes the "plasmode simulations" of Franklin et al. [6] .
Outline
Section 2 briefly describes some notation. In section 3 we derive a class of algorithms that use observed data to estimate generative distributions encoding specified treatment effects. Each algorithm is defined by three parts: an algorithm to select what treatment effects to encode, an algorithm that fits a predictive outcomes model that is constrained to encode a specified effect, and a semiparametric bootstrap that combines a predictive model with a noise model and distribution over predictor variables to create a fully generative model.
To test the efficacy of synth-validation, we use several simulated datasets that we treat as "real" for the purposes of the evaluation (section 4). We use synthvalidation to select the best causal inference method to use for each dataset and use that method to estimate the treatment effect from the real data, which we compare with the known ground-truth effect to calculate the error. We average the errors across all datasets and compare with the average errors obtained by consistently using each single causal inference method.
In section 5 we show the result of the evaluation. Using synth-validation to select different causal inference methods for each dataset is better than using the single best causal inference method for all datasets. In section 6 we discuss the result, performance differences between variants of synth-validation, limitations, and future directions.
Notation
Let bold functions f represent the row-wise vectorized versions of their scalar counterparts f :
T . Let I a (z) be the indicator function for z = a. Let P (Z * ) be a distribution that places probability 1 n on each element of a set of samples {z 1 , z 2 . . . z n }. Let z * denote a sample from Z * and z * denote a set of n such samples (a bootstrap sample).
Notation for Observational data
Observational datasets are represented by a set of n tuples of observations (x i , w i , y i ). For each subject i, x i ∈ R p is a vector of observed pre-treatment covariates, w i ∈ {0, 1} n is a binary indicator of treatment status, and y i ∈ R n is a real-valued outcome. Let capital letters X, W , and Y represent the corresponding random variables. Let S 0 be the set of indices of untreated subjects, and S 1 the set of indices of treated subjects: S w = {i|w i = w}. Denote a series of I.I.D. realizations of a random variable z ∼ P (Z) as z so that the full observational dataset can be written as d = (x, w, y) where (x i , w i , y i )
The average treatment effect is defined as
which is the expected difference between what the outcome would have been had a subject received the treatment and what the outcome would have been had a subject not received the treatment, averaged over all subjects in the population.
Synth-Validation
Synth-validation consists of two steps: 1. creating generative distributions that are informed by the observed data (section 3.1) and 2. using data sampled from those distributions to benchmark causal inference methods (section 3.2).
The entire process is visualized in figure 2 
Generative Modeling
In this section, we describe the algorithms we use to create the generative distributions for synth-validation. Our goal is not to directly estimate the unknown true data-generating distribution P (X, W, Y ). However, we will loosely use the term "estimate" to describe the process of creating our generative distributions, since they are informed by the observed data. If we were confident that we could estimate P (X, W, Y ) with a particular method, then causal inference could proceed by directly estimating P (X, W, Y ) and calculating the treatment effect under that model using equation 1. Instead, we specify a desired treatment effect prior to estimating each generative model. We call these "synthetic treatment effects" and write them asτ i . We discuss how to decide good values for these synthetic effects in section 3.1.1. For each synthetic effect, we find a generative distribution P (X,W ,Ỹ ) that both satisfies the synthetic effect (i.e.τ = EX ,Ỹ [Ỹ |X,W = 1] − EX ,Ỹ [Ỹ |X,W = 0]) and maximizes the likelihood of the observed data. The result is a set of distributions
Using multiple distributions is analogous to regularization. Using a single estimate of P (X, W, Y ) for benchmarking purposes could "over-fit" to the observed data, whereas using a variety of handcrafted generative models that are not tailored to the observed data would "under-fit" by attempting to find a one-size-fits-all best method. Setting the treatment effect and allowing the data to dictate the rest of the distribution allows us to vary the generative distributions along the single parameter that we are interested in estimating. The choice of synthetic effects impacts how well the distributions P (X,W ,Ỹ ) can stand in for P (X, W, Y ) in the benchmarking process ( figure  1 ), but we show empirically that the heuristic we develop in section 3.1.1 makes synth-validation robust against misspecification.
To simplify the problem of optimally estimating distributions P (X,W ,Ỹ ) from the observed data (x, w, y) we factor the distribution P (X,W ,Ỹ ) = P (Ỹ |X,W )P (X,W ) and estimate each factor separately. We estimate P (X,W ) with P (X * , W * ), which is the empirical distribution of (X, W ) and the nonparametric MLE [5] . This allows us to simplify the expression for the treatment effect (equation 1) by replacing the expectation overX with a discrete sum:
where µ 0 (x) = E[Ỹ |X,W = 0] and µ 1 (x) = E[Ỹ |X,W = 0] are the conditional mean functions of the outcome given each treatment condition.
The task is now to estimate P (Ỹ |X,W ). For this we assume a model:
We will soon discuss how to estimate µ 0 (x) and µ 0 (x), but for the time being, assume we have estimated these functions. We calculate the observed residuals
and use their empirical distribution P (R * ) as an estimate of E, which is a noise model for the outcomes.
The final task is to estimate µ 0 (x) and µ 1 (x). Standard machine learning approaches will not work because we must also satisfy the constraint we derived in equation 2. Recall that we are specifying the synthetic average treatment effectτ for each generative distribution. However, there is no need to ignore the observed data: we can estimate µ 0 (x) and µ 1 (x) by constraining the fitting of predictive models for each function.
F is a set of functions, or model space, over which the algorithm searches. l(y, f ) is a loss function that defines the quality of fit for each candidate function f . We describe algorithms that find approximate solutions to problem 4 in section 3.1.2.
µ 0 (x) and µ 1 (x) are not meant to be estimates of the true conditional mean functions of the outcome under the true unobserved distribution P (X, W, Y ). Rather, µ 0 (x) and µ 1 (x) are the most likely conditional means under the assumption that the true unknown effect is the synthetic effectτ and that P (X, W ) = P (X * , W * ). Again, if we could confidently estimate the true conditional means, we would not need to compare different methods. In particular, because of confounding, we are concerned about our ability to accurately estimate the true conditional means in areas of low covariate support.
As with setting the synthetic effect, estimating µ 0 (x) and µ 1 (x) requires making modeling choices, the most important of which is the model space F. If a causal inference method uses conditional mean modeling over the same model space F to estimate the treatment effect, it will be correctly specified relative to the generative distributions P (X,W ,Ỹ ). This could mean that synth-validation would be biased towards selecting that method. However, we show that this bias is not observed in practice when using a space of flexible models and discuss why that may be so in section 6.
With µ 0 (x), µ 1 (x), and P (R * ) in hand, we sample from P (X,W ,Ỹ ):
We do this n times to get a synthetic dataset (x,w,ỹ). This is a semiparametric bootstrap where the "parametric model" forỹ is
We now have all of the pieces in place to be able to create and sample from generative distributions that have known average treatment effects and are informed by the observed data:
1. Pick a set of synthetic effects {τ 1 ,τ 2 . . . } (section 3.1.1) 2. For each synthetic effect, estimate µ 0 (x) and µ 1 (x) (section 3.1.2) 3. For each synthetic effect, combine µ 0 (x) and µ 1 (x) with P (X * , W * ) in a semi-parametric bootstrap to sample from P (X,W ,Ỹ )
Choosing the synthetic effects
Setting the synthetic effect allows us to benchmark the performance of causal inference methods on the resulting synthetic data. To most closely model reality, we would want to set the synthetic effect to the true effect, but if we knew the true effect we would not need to model anything. Since we do not have the true effect, we could use plug-in estimates of it. However, as previously stated, there are many causal inference methods, each of which produces a different estimate of the causal effect, and we do not a-priori know which of them to trust. This is the problem that motivates synth-validation.
Since we do not know the true effect, we create generative distributions that span several plausible effects. To define the set of synthetic effects, we run each causal inference method t ∈ T on the observed data and record each effect estimateτ t . We set the largest and smallest plausible effects to be the median of the estimates plus or minus a number γ times the range of all the estimates. From this span, we evenly sample Q synthetic treatment effects and call theseτ 1 ,τ 2 , . . .τ Q . Although data-driven and theoretically motivated, this is a heuristic and we investigate the impact of the choice of γ and Q in our evaluation.
Fitting constrained conditional mean models
To create the conditional distribution P (Ỹ |X,W ) we must estimate the conditional mean functions µ 0 (x) and µ 1 (x) by solving problem 4, which we restate here for convenience:
We present two algorithms that we use for this purpose: fit-plus-constant and constrained gradient boosting. Fit-plus-constant is simple and uses off-the shelf software, but finds minima that are suboptimal compared to constrained gradient boosting.
Fit-plus-constant algorithms We present a simple algorithm that suboptimally minimizes the objective while satisfying the constraint: First we use any regression method (e.g. linear regression, gradient tree boosting) with a model space F to fit two functions h 0 (x) and h 1 (x) to the untreated and treated subsamples of the data, respectively. These two functions represent the two potential outcomes "surfaces". We then optimize constants to add to each function so that the synthetic treatment effect is satisfied:
Since h w (x i ) are pre-computed, they are constant quantities in optimization problem 7. Using a squared-error loss, the objective reduces to
. This two-step approach (1. fit, 2. add constant) can be used with any off-the-shelf machine learning and optimization software. It is also easy to fit models with different synthetic effects because the potential outcome models h w do not need to be refit. However, for most practical model spaces F, this algorithm is not a principled approach to finding an approximate optimum for problem 4.
Constrained gradient boosting We develop a better way to approximately solve problem 4 using gradient boosting [7] . We fit the model and satisfy the constraint in a single algorithm. Our approach is related to gradient projection methods [18] .
We posit that µ 0 (x) and µ 1 (x) are linear combinations of m basis functions µ wm (x) = m j ν wj b wj (x) which we will greedily learn in stages from the data. For simplicity of exposition, we use squared-error loss: l(y, f ) = (y − f ) 2 . We begin by setting each of ν 01 = ν 11 = 1 and setting each of the first pair of basis functions as constants so that the synthetic treatment effect is satisfied:
This is a two-variable linearly constrained quadratic program that is quickly solved with off-the-shelf software.
In each successive stage m > 1, we use a learning algorithm with model space B (a "weak learner") to independently fit each of a pair of basis functions to the residuals of the previous fits:
where
is the residual of the fit at stage m − 1. The most popular form of boosting uses regression trees for the model space B, and we follow suit in our own implementation so that each basis function b wj (x) is the output of a regression tree fit to the previous residual.
Presuming that the synthetic effect constraint (equation 2) is satisfied at stage m − 1, adding the basis functions b 0m (x) and b 1m (x) to the model breaks the constraint satisfaction because the basis functions are fit without regard to the constraint. To maintain the constraint satisfaction at stage m we must set the multipliers ν 0m and ν 1m such that
We therefore solve the following optimization problem:
Solving problem 10 preserves as much of the fit to the data as is possible while ensuring that the model at stage m will continue to satisfy the synthetic treatment effect. This a constrained plane search that is the analogue of the unconstrained line search that takes place in standard boosting algorithms [9] . The regularization terms λc 2 0 and λc 2 1 take the place of the scaling parameter in standard boosting algorithms, which limits the contribution that each successive basis function has on the final fit. We discuss later why we use regularization in the optimization instead of scaling after optimization.
Since we use trees as the basis functions in our implementation, we follow the example of standard tree boosting algorithms and directly optimize the fitted values in the leaf nodes instead of using the same multiplier across the entire tree [9] . In other words, the tree-fitting step only determines the structure of each tree, not the predicted values in the leaves. Regardless, under squared-error loss, problem 10 is a quadratic problem with a linear constraint. The number of optimization variables is always small: either two in the case described here or two times the number of nodes allowed per tree (usually between 2 2 to 2 5 ) if optimizing the values in each leaf. These problems are solved very efficiently by off-the-shelf software.
The algorithm alternates between fitting a pair of basis functions and solving a small quadratic optimization problem until a user-set maximum number of stages have been fit. We use cross-validation for model selection among the parameters m, λ, and the tree depth. There is an important nuance when crossvalidating in a constrained model space: when performing the optimizations in each stage (problem 10), the constraint is evaluated over the whole dataset, even though the loss is only evaluated over the training data. The constraint does not give any information about the real outcomes in the held-out data, so using the held-out data in the constraint is still honest.
Benchmarking causal inference methods on synthetic data
We now have all the machinery that is necessary to create generative distributions that resemble the true unknown distribution. We now sample from these distributions and use that synthetic data, along with the known synthetic treatment effects, as benchmarks on which to evaluate our causal inference algorithms.
We take K bootstrap samples from each of our Q synthetic generative distributions, yielding Q × K synthetic datasets. We write each of these datasets as d q,k In this notation, q indexes the synthetic treatment effectτ q and its corresponding model and k indexes the bootstrap sample.
We run each of our causal inference methods t ∈ T on each synthetic dataset d q,k . This produces |T | × Q × K estimates of the synthetic treatment effect, which we callτ t,q,k .
To select a causal inference method, we first calculate the errors that each causal inference method makes in estimating the synthetic effects:ẽ t,q,k = |τ q −τ t,q,k |. We select the causal inference method that has the least error averaged over all synthetic effects and bootstrap samples:
Figure 2: A visual representation of synth-validation. We begin with observed data and several causal inference methods to evaluate. We use the observed data and causal inference methods to create a set of synthetic effects. For each synthetic effect, we use a constrained fitting algorithm to estimate a conditional mean model. We use a semi-parametric bootstrap with each conditional mean model to create a generative distribution and sample data from it. The sampled data, along with the known synthetic average treatment effects, are used to benchmark the causal inference methods. The method with the lowest average error is selected.
Evaluation
Experiments
We use the set of simulations from Powers et al. [16] to test various permutations of synth-validation. The simulations are comprised of sixteen different combinations (scenarios) of treatment-and outcome-generating functions. The true average treatment effect in each of these scenarios is standardized to be zero, although each scenario has different levels of effect heterogeneity. The first eight scenarios have randomized treatment assignment (no confounding). The remaining eight scenarios are the same as the first eight, but with biased treatment assignment where subjects most likely to benefit from the treatment are more likely to receive it. We generate ten datasets (repetitions) from each scenario for a total of 160 datasets to test our algorithms on.
For each dataset, we estimate the treatment effect using five causal inference methods. The first is a baseline method: the difference in mean outcomes between the treatment groups (raw). We also use three popular causal inference methods: linear regression of the outcome on the treatment adjusted for the covariates (adjusted), linear regression of the outcome on the treatment using a 1:1 propensity-matched sample (1:1 matched), and linear regression of the outcome on the treated weighted by the inverse of the propensity score (IPTW). Finally, we test a machine learning approach: taking the mean difference between the potential outcomes predicted by tree boosting models fit on the treated and untreated samples (boosting) [3] . In all cases, the methods are set up so that the estimand is the average treatment effect (ATE). All propensity scores are calculated using logistic regression of the treatment on all covariates. Matching is done on the logit of the propensity score, with calipers equal to 0.2 times the standard deviation of the propensity score [2] . Weighted estimates are calculated by trimming propensities greater than 0.99 or less than 0.01 and stabilizing the weights [27] . We use cross-validation to select among boosting models.
We assess the true estimation error of each method by taking the difference of the estimate and the true effect e t =τ t − τ . We calculat the error from using synth-validation as e t † where t † is the causal inference method chosen by the synth-validation (equation 11). We also compare synth-valdiation against an oracle selection algorithm that achieves the lowest possible error of any method selection algorithm. We calculate the error from using the oracle selector as e oracle = e t † † = min t∈T e t . The oracle selector is not usable outside of simulations because it uses the true errors e t to select the causal inference method, which requires knowing the true effect τ a-priori.
We test various permutations of synth-validation. Each permutation is a combination of an algorithm for fitting the conditional mean models (section 3.1.2) and an approach for choosing the synthetic effects (section 3.1.1).
Fitting
For fitting, we test fit-plus-constant using linear regression (FPC-linear), fit-plusconstant using gradient boosted trees (FPC-treeboost), and constrained gradient boosted trees (CGB-tree).
Synthetic Effect Choice
To choose the synthetic effects, we use the approach described in section 3.1.1 with Q = 5 synthetic effects spaced out over a narrow span using γ = 2 (narrow) or a wide span using γ = 5 (wide). We also test using Q = 10 synthetic effects that are the union of those in the wide and narrow spans (combined).
We test every combination of these approaches for fitting and setting the synthetic effects. In each case we use K = 20 bootstrap samples from each resulting generative distribution (section 3.2).
Results
Performance Our results show that all of the synth-validation variants we propose outperform the individual use of each of the causal inference methods that synth-validation selects from (figure 3). Synth-validation using CBG-tree has the best performance, followed closely by synth-validation with FPC-treeboost, and trailed by synth-validation with FPC-linear only marginally beating the individual use of any of the causal inference methods Synth-validation appears robust to the choice of γ and Q in our heuristic for choosing the synthetic treatment effects. No settings (narrow, wide, or combined) result in notably better performance. The individual causal inference methods all perform on par with each other. The baseline method (raw) performs poorly in comparison to other methods.
These results are driven by performance on scenarios with biased treatment assignment. All methods work about equally well when assignment is randomized and the average effect is easy to estimate.
Algorithm biases
The oracle chooses different methods with different frequencies in different scenarios (figure 4). There are some scenarios where one method dominates (e.g. Boosting in scenario 12), but more frequently there is some variance across repetitions of the evaluation in which is the best method. The distribution of choices with synth-validation using CBG-tree most closely tracks the distribution of the oracle's choices (i.e. their checkerboard patterns are a close match). Synth-validation with FPC-linear seems to have an affinity to the adjusted method of causal inference in the scenarios with biased assignment, whereas synth-validation with FPC-treeboost seems to be biased towards boosting in scenarios with randomized assignment Figure 3 : Average error across all scenarios in estimating the true treatment effect using each causal inference method across all scenarios or using synth-validation or an oracle to select which method to use in each scenario. Lower error is better. The left plot includes only scenarios with biased treatment assignment, the right includes only those with randomized assignment. Boxplots represent variation across the ten repetitions of the entire evaluation. We evaluate several variants of synth-validation: colors represent different fitting algorithms (sections 4.1.1 and 3.1.2) while different saturations (darkness of the color) represent different heuristics used to choose the synthetic effects (sections 4.1.2 and 3.1.1).
Discussion
Our results demonstrate that synth-validation successfully lowers estimation error by choosing a causal inference method that is appropriate for the observed data.
Components of Synth-Validation
Fitting
CGB-tree, the most sophisticated of our fitting approaches, is the best performing. FPC-treeboost also performs well, but since the computational difference between the two is the cost of solving m small quadratic programs (regardless of n), the two scale equally well and there is not a good argument to be made for FPC-treeboost besides that it can be implemented with off-the-shelf software.
The difference between our three fitting approaches is how "similar" we require the resulting synthetic outcomes to be to the original outcomes, where similarity is measured in terms of the loss in equation 4. Because of the more Figure 4 : Number of times that synth-validation with different fitting algorithms selected each causal inference method across the ten repetitions of each scenario, relative to the number of times each method was selected by the oracle across the same repetitions. The left panels are scenarios with biased treatment assignment, the right are scenarios with randomized treatment assignment. The top, middle, and bottom panels are the different fitting algorithms used in synth-validation (sections 4.1.1 and 3.1.2). Colors represent the number of times that synthvalidation selected each method in each scenario relative to the number of times that method was selected by the oracle in that scenario (a ratio of frequencies). Orange means that synth-validation selected that method in that scenario more often than the oracle did across repetitions of each scenario; blue means that synth-validation selected that method in that scenario fewer times than the oracle did. Lighter colors (closer to white) indicate close agreement with the oracle and thus optimal performance. The size of the circles represents the absolute number of times that the oracle chose each method in each scenario. The pattern of circles is the same in the top, middle, and bottom panels since each panel compares synth-validation using a different fitting algorithm to the same comparator (the oracle). prudent optimization scheme, the minimum value of the loss obtained via CGBtree should be less than that obtained by FPC-treeboost. There is no general relationship between the minimum loss of FPC-treeboost and FPC-linear, but the only difference between the two is the off-the-shelf learner (boosting vs. linear regression) used to fit h 0 and h 1 . Boosting is generally considered to achieve better fits than linear models on most data, and so we generally expect FPC-treeboost to achieve a lower loss than FPC-linear.
Based on this theory and our results, we posit that the difference in performance between algorithms that use these different fitting approaches is due to the extent to which they can produce synthetic data that "looks like" the real data. In practice, users are free to use cross-validation as we implement it to select not just between parameter settings of CGB-tree, but between different fitting approaches altogether. If our hypothesis holds, then algorithms using the fitting approach that yields the lowest expected MSEs while satisfying the same set of synthetic treatment effects should generally select the causal inference method that has the lowest estimation error on the real data.
The relative differences between using synth-validation vs. single causal inference methods disappear when the treatment is randomized. Primarily this is because it becomes easy to estimate average treatment effects in randomized settings and so all causal inference methods perform reasonably well (coming close to matching the performance of the oracle selector). However, even if this were not the case (e.g. if one of the causal inference methods were a strawman that always returnedτ = 10), we suspect that each fitting approach in our algorithms would perform equally well given randomized data. On nonrandomized data, CGB-tree preferentially "moves" potential outcomes that are in regions of low observed support for their treatment in order to satisfy the constraint while better minimizing the objective. In other words, the residuals for subjects in regions of low covariate support (given their treatment) are higher. FPC-treeboost uses a single constant to shift its initial predictions, and thus we expect the residuals of its final predictions to all be of similar magnitude (figure 5). In randomized data, there are no regions of low support for either treatment, and we expect the predictions from CGB-tree to be very similar to those of FPC-treeboost, and consequently their downstream results should be similar as well. Figure 5 also illustrates the differences between synthetic datasets generated by synth-validation using CGB-tree and FPC-treeboost. Using CGB-tree, the synthesized outcomes are very close to the observed outcomes for the majority of subjects, but for a minority of them (those in regions of low support), the synthesized outcomes may be very different than the observed outcomes. Using FCP algorithms, the outcomes for all subjects are perturbed by a moderate amount.
It is interesting that CGB-tree is not demonstrably biased towards picking any particular causal inference method. This can be seen in figure 4 , where biases are visible as horizontal bands of blue or orange. FPC-linear has a clear bias for covariate-adjusted linear regression ("adjusted") and FPC-treebost seems to be biased towards boosting (visible in the right panel). Our hypothesis before performing the evaluation was that each fitting approach would favor the causal inference method with the correct outcome model specification: linear regression for FPC-linear and boosting for FPC-treeboost and CGB-tree. Our results, however, tell a more nuanced story: there are many scenarios in which boosting is not chosen as the causal inference method by CGB-tree or FPC-treeboost, Figure 5 : Illustration the behavior of different fitting approaches using a toy dataset. Lines represent the conditional mean functions estimated using CGBtree and FPC-treeboost and points represent the original dataset. The toy dataset has a single confounder X ∼ Uniform(−π, π), biased treatment assignment W ∼ Binom((1 + e −2X ) −1 ) and an outcome that does not depend on the treatment Y ∼ Normal(sin(X), 0.15). The synthetic effect is set to eitherτ = −2 (underestimated) orτ = 2 (overestimated). Note that CGB-tree stays closer to the data in regions of good support (e.g. x < 0 for the untreated), but diverges from the data in regions of poor support (e.g. x < 0 for the untreated).
or both. It may be the case that other causal inference methods often perform better on synthetic data generated by boosting models because the final target of inference is the average treatment effect, not the conditional mean of the outcome-generating function per-se. Boosting relies on estimates of unobserved potential outcomes for subjects that are in regions of low support. Even if the model is well-specified, there will be higher variance in the predictions in those regions, which could impact error in treatment effect estimation. This is especially relevant for CGB-tree, where synthetic outcomes for subjects in regions of low support are more likely to vary unexpectedly ( figure 5 ). This, combined with the fact that regions of low support will be less sampled from during bootstrapping, means that boosting is likely to critically misestimate potential outcomes in those regions. This helps explain why synth validation with CGB-tree appears immune to bias from correctly-specified outcome models.
Synthetic Effect Choice
The choice of the synthetic effects does not play a large role in the performance of synth-validation. Considering how close synth-validation with CGB-tree gets to the oracle in terms of performance, it seems that our heuristic works well enough to advocate its use. There are other heuristics that may also work. Considering that changing γ = 2 to γ = 5 in our heuristic did not change performance, using other heuristics may not have a large impact either. In practice the choice of heuristic or of γ should be based on expert knowledge of the domain: if few previous studies exist, it would be wiser to use a larger value of γ.
It is likely that more misspecification of the synthetic treatment effects would degrade performance. However, employing our heuristic, misspecification of the synthetic effects only occurs if no causal inference method comes close to correctly estimating the effect. In such a situation, selection of the best method is largely a moot point: the study is bound to have large bias regardless.
Future Work
Further evaluation We have focused here on the conceptual and methodological advancements necessary to perform dataset-specific selection of causal inference methods. Further simulation studies using larger sets of scenarios and causal inference methods will be helpful in teasing out and explaining differences in performance. It may also be possible to perform an equivalent evaluation on a set of real observational datasets where the true treatment effect is known to a high degree of confidence from large randomized experiments (e.g. Madigan et al. [15] ).
Extension to other classes of outcomes For the sake of brevity, we have limited the current work to algorithms that are formulated for real-valued outcomes and squared-error loss. Alternative losses are easily accommodated: as long as they are convex, the resulting optimization problems (equations 7, 8, and 10) will still be convex, if not quadratic. However, many outcomes of interest are binary or time-to-event, which requires more than changing the loss. We have generalized our approach to other kinds of outcomes using link functions (e.g. for binary outcomes, treatment effects are risk differences and we model the log-odds of the outcome in a continuous space). This creates nonlinear constraints, but since each optimization problem is still small, the algorithms remain tractable. In fact, these nonlinear constraints are what motivate the use of a regularizer in equation 10 instead of a scaling factor: scaling the solution to a nonlinearly constrained optimization problem takes it off of the constraint surface. We reserve further discussion and evaluation of these extensions for a later date.
Impact of unmeasured confounding No modeling approach can capture the effects of real unobserved confounding. However, some unobserved confounding can be simulated within synth-validation by removing certain covariates from the synthetic datasets. Variable importance metrics for each covariate in the fit models could be used to choose which covariates to remove; removing covariates with high variable importance would simulate high unobserved confounding and vice-versa. However, there remains the possibility that the unobserved confounders have relationships to the outcome that are fundamentally different from those between the measured covariates and the outcome, in which case even this kind of artificial censoring would not result in synthetic datasets that are good proxies for the original. Further study will be necessary to elucidate the impact of different kinds of unmeasured confounding.
Software We plan to release user-friendly open-source software packages that implement our algorithms for causal inference method selection.
Conclusion
To our knowledge, we present the first formal approach to select causal inference methods in a way that is tailored to a given dataset. We show that the bestperforming causal inference method for one dataset is not necessarily the best for another. We present synth-validation, a procedures that estimates how well causal inference methods will estimate an average treatment effect in the context of a given dataset. We evaluate synth-validation using a large number of diverse simulated datasets with known treatment effects. Using synth-validation results in a meaningful and significant decrease in the expected error of estimating the average treatment effect relative to the consistent use of any single causal inference method. We suggest that practitioners of observational studies in healthcare, business, and other policy domains use synth-validation to improve treatment effect estimation and contribute to better decision-making.
